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Flying birds maneuver effectively through lateral gusts, even
when gust speeds are as high as flight speeds. What information
birds use to sense gusts and how they compensate is largely
unknown. We found that lovebirds can maneuver through 45°
lateral gusts similarly well in forest-, lake-, and cave-like visual
environments. Despite being diurnal and raised in captivity, the
birds fly to their goal perch with only a dim point light source as a
beacon, showing that they do not need optic flow or a visual
horizon to maneuver. To accomplish this feat, lovebirds primarily
yaw their bodies into the gust while fixating their head on the
goal using neck angles of up to 30°. Our corroborated model for
proportional yaw reorientation and speed control shows how
lovebirds can compensate for lateral gusts informed by muscle
proprioceptive cues from neck twist. The neck muscles not only
stabilize the lovebirds’ visual and inertial head orientations by
compensating low-frequency body maneuvers, but also attenuate
faster 3D wingbeat-induced perturbations. This head stabilization
enables the vestibular system to sense the direction of gravity.
Apparently, the visual horizon can be replaced by a gravitational
horizon to inform the observed horizontal gust compensation ma-
neuvers in the dark. Our scaling analysis shows how this minimal
sensorimotor solution scales favorably for bigger birds, offering
local wind angle feedback within a wingbeat. The way lovebirds
glean wind orientation may thus inform minimal control algo-
rithms that enable aerial robots to maneuver in similar windy
and dark environments.
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When maneuvering toward a goal—such as during treetop
landings—birds sense gusts and compensate. Over long

ranges, birds compensate for crosswinds by fusing visual, olfac-
tory, auditory, magnetic, and vestibular cues (1). In near-ground
short-range navigation, it is thought that the velocity of image
patterns (optic flow) over the retina (2) enables birds to compen-
sate for lateral gusts (3). Clear vision in flight is made possible by
head stabilization, which reduces retinal blur (4), stabilizes image
features (5), and defines a clear gravity vector for the vestibular
system (6). Birds stabilize their heads using complex neck motions
to negate wind perturbations (7), wing flapping (8), and flight
maneuvers (9) —even if the body is fully inverted, as it can be for
geese (8). Human pilots cannot land safely at night without runway
lighting, radio beacons, and guidance from air traffic controllers
due to spatial disorientation (10). Birds have none of this tech-
nology yet maneuver easily even when visual cues are sparse.
Frigate birds, for example, maintain their heading over open water,
at times soaring in thick clouds (11), and specialist birds such as
swiftlets and oilbirds fly in dark caves (12). What visual information
birds need to stabilize their heads and compensate for lateral gusts
without becoming disoriented is an open question.
To determine what visual information birds need to maintain

their heading in gusts, we manipulated the visual and gust en-
vironment in a 3.2-m-long arena in which 3 lovebirds (Agapornis
roseicollis) flew between 2 perches (Fig. 1A). These generalist,
diurnal, nonmigratory birds were raised in captivity, so they were
naïve to lateral gusts. We simulated 3 visual environments: a

cave, black walls with a small dim light behind the goal perch to
simulate a narrow cave exit; a lake, a horizontal contrast line to
simulate the wide-field horizon of open water; and a forest,
vertical stripes optimized for optic flow perception (Fig. 1B and
Materials and Methods). The global illumination in the cave was
only 0.2 lx, similar to a full moon (13). We designed the cave (our
control case) to give the minimum amount of visual information
that still provided a heading to guide birds to a safe landing. In
contrast, the illumination in the lake and forest was 160 lx,
similar to a closed canopy during a clear sunny day (12). We used
movable gust generators to simulate 3 gust environments: still,
no gusts; cross, same-side gusts; and shear, opposing-side gusts
(Fig. 1C). The gust speeds were comparable to the birds’ flight
speeds, causing effective wind angles up to 45°. To determine
how the birds flew in the 9 environmental permutations, we
tracked 3D marker clusters on their head and body at 1,000 Hz
over 366 flights. The differences between the marker cluster
attitudes quantify the neck’s role in wind compensation.

Results
Lovebirds Successfully Traverse the Arena in All Visual and Wind
Environments. The lovebirds easily traversed the arena in all
9 combinations of visual and wind environments. We only found
small differences in the average ground speed (flight speed rel-
ative to the ground) between the visual conditions: lovebirds
traversed the arena somewhat faster in the forest and somewhat
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slower in the cave (Fig. 1D). These findings agree with earlier
observations that visual cues affect ground speed (2). The ground
speed is not affected by wind environment; the birds reached the
goal just as quickly in strong crosswinds as they did in still air
(Fig. 1D), without being blown off course. Using a simple drag
model, we estimate lateral displacements of 23 ± 11 cm based on
measured gust speeds along the flight path (SI Appendix, section
S1). Instead, the birds compensated for the gusts and landed
near the center of the target perch (half-width 17 cm) across
flights. They compensated by turning their body into the gust
while directing their head toward the goal across visual condi-
tions (Fig. 1E).
To fixate on their goal direction, the lovebirds use fast com-

pensatory neck motions to stabilize their head—and thus their
visual and vestibular system—even when their only visual cue is a
dim point light (Fig. 1B and Movies S1–S3). We illustrate this
ability with bird BB’s first flight in the cave–cross environment
(Fig. 2B). BB’s head was stabilized over roughly 3 timescales:
body oscillations during each wingbeat, body wobbling over
several wingbeats, and body reorientations into the gust over

approximately 10 wingbeats (Fig. 2B). Like the other 2 birds, BB
showed no patterned changes in behavior with more time in the
arena (SI Appendix, Figs. SF20–SF30). Across all flights, love-
birds used their necks to actively stabilize pitch, roll, and yaw
relative to the body (Fig. 2 A and C). The stabilization was es-
pecially pronounced over wingbeat timescales, where the slope
of neck versus body angles is nearly 1 (Fig. 2C). These neck
motions must rely on vestibular and proprioceptive cues, because
the point light in the dark cave provided very little roll infor-
mation. Indeed, both the vestibulocollic and the cervicocollic
reflex—which remained functional in the dark—underpin active
head stabilization in vertebrates (6, 14). These findings are con-
sistent with reports that body-fixed pigeons (15), free-standing
pigeons (16), and hand-held owls (17) stabilize their head in the
dark based on vestibular and proprioceptive feedback alone.
While compensating body oscillations, lovebirds also use their

necks to stabilize head yaw and roll in a coupled fashion relative
to the body (Fig. 3B). Head yaw and roll motion are coupled
(Fig. 3B) such that the head yaws and rolls toward the goal,
similar to how aircraft couple yaw and roll when turning (18). We
did not observe a patterned coupling between pitch and other
angular degrees of freedom (SI Appendix, Figs. SF31 and SF32).
In contrast, yaw and roll are coupled by the neck as follows. The
neck translates low-frequency body motions—which are weakly
yaw–roll coupled (Fig. 3A)—into low-frequency head motions
that are highly coupled (Fig. 3B). The neck does not couple yaw
and roll over wingbeat timescales: high frequencies are as weakly
yaw–roll coupled in the head as they are in the body (Fig. 3).
However, roll and yaw saccades—which are directed gaze changes
and not suppressed by head stabilization—show even stronger
coupling than low-frequency motions (Figs. 3B and 2B). As with
the body–neck coupling (Fig. 2C), the yaw–roll coupling must rely
on vestibular and proprioceptive cues, because it persists in the
dark cave over a range of timescales (Fig. 3B). Lovebirds seem to
make larger saccades in the cave environment (Fig. 3B), probably
because gaze slip is harder to detect by the eye. Pitch saccades are
infrequent (SI Appendix, Fig. SF33), which helps the vestibular
system sense the direction of gravity, according to a robot model
of head stabilization (19). Motivated by the low residuals in high-
frequency head motion (Fig. 3B), we further analyzed how the
head is stabilized within a wingbeat.

Lovebirds Attenuate 3D High-Frequency Head Oscillations with Their
Necks. The gain and phase of high-frequency neck motions reveal
that wingbeat-driven linear body motion can be attenuated by
the neck’s semipassive viscoelastic response. By highpass filtering
the measured neck motions, we found that lovebirds attenuate
lateral (y) and vertical (z), but not frontal (x) motions (Fig. 4A).
The lateral and vertical residual head amplitudes are 20 ± 6%
and 33 ± 9% of the eye diameter (5 mm), which reduces retinal
image jitter (8). This reduction is probably not essential for
frontal motion, where jitter will not substantially change motion
parallax (20). Minimal frontal stabilization may be advantageous,
because a force transmission ratio near 1 helps birds estimate
speed and distance by integrating forward acceleration (21) using
their otherwise stabilized vestibular system. By applying a semi-
passive neck suspension model, we found that the lovebird’s
S-shaped neck acts like a tuned anisotropic viscoelastic beam. In
the frontal direction, the head is nearly in phase with the body
(phase lag: −0.02 ± 0.08 wingbeats), corresponding to either a
strutlike stiff spring (high muscle tone) or a narrowly tuned spring
(lower muscle tone) with almost no damping (Fig. 4B). The lateral
and vertical directions (phase lag: −0.03 ± 0.20 wingbeats and
0.18 ± 0.09 wingbeats) correspond to underdamped and critically
damped springs. Motivated by the larger vertical head-to-body
ratios observed in lovebirds compared with whooper swans
[0.52 vs. ∼0.2 (8); body mass 0.054 vs. 8.5 kg (22)], we analyzed
how wingbeat-induced vertical body oscillations scale with body
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Fig. 1. Lovebirds fly at constant ground speed toward a goal irrespective of
lateral gusts by turning their body into the gust. (A) Flight arena. Using IR
light, 13 cameras automatically tracked marker clusters on the body and
head (1,000 Hz); grayscale cameras recorded high-speed (HS) video (500 Hz).
(B) Visual environments simulated a cave (uniform black), lake (horizontal
stripe), and forest (vertical stripes). (C) The gust generators produced still (no
gust), cross (side gust), and shear (opposing side gusts) environments. (D) The
ground speed of lovebirds is somewhat higher in visually richer environ-
ments, but is not modified by gust condition (N = 3; separated by bird in SI
Appendix, Fig. SF5). (E) Lovebirds orient their head toward the goal and
their body into the gust across visual conditions (PDF = probability density
function; histograms are stacked).
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mass across flying animals. Using isometric scaling (SI Appendix,
section S2), we predict that insects and hummingbirds experience
minor vertical image jitter even without stabilizing their head, while
larger birds experience major jitter that must be attenuated (Fig. 4C).
Whereas passive neck tensioning can provide and explain

linear head stabilization, active stabilization is required to ex-
plain angular head stabilization according to our lovebird data.
The pitch, roll, and yaw residual amplitudes are similar: 2.5° ±
0.6°; 1.9° ± 0.7°; and 1.9° ± 0.6°, which are 3 or more times
greater than angular uncertainties in our marker constellations
(SI Appendix, section S6). When applying our neck suspension
model, the uncorrelated phase lags in head roll, pitch, and yaw
(pitch, −0.20 ± 0.33; roll, −0.06 ± 0.39; yaw, 0.03 ± 0.32) cor-
respond to an envelope of torsional spring-damper coefficients
(Fig. 4B). The prevalent negative damping ratios represent active
motorlike muscle function. Combined with the springlike properties
of linear attenuation, these findings exhibit the knownmotor-, brake-,

strut-, and spring-like functions of muscles (23). The maximum
angular velocity of the head (residual amplitude × 2π × flapping
frequency ∼ 250 °/s), is larger than what small parrots can resolve
at full resolution [visual acuity (24) × flicker fusion frequency
(25) ∼ 0.1° × 70 Hz = 7 °/s] (4). Lovebirds may therefore stabilize the
image on their retina further by moving their eye via the vestibulo-
ocular reflex (6, 26), though studies of pigeons suggest these
attenuations may be limited to one-sixth those of head stabili-
zation (26). By stabilizing their head within a wingbeat (Figs. 2 B
and C and 4A), the lovebirds reduce the wingbeat-induced noise
in the visual and vestibular cues that guide them toward their
goal over many wingbeats.

Lovebirds Fixate Their Head on the Goal While Yawing Their Body into
Gusts. In each gust environment, lovebirds compensate as well in
the dark cave as they do in well-lit environments with a wide-field
horizon (lake) or strong optic flow (forest) (Fig. 5). Across all
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conditions, the lowpass-filtered flight paths (Fig. 5A) and body
reorientations (Fig. 5 B–D) are similar. The most pronounced
reorientation is in yaw: the body orients roughly 45° into the gust
and reorients almost 90° midflight in the shear environment (Figs.
3A and 5D). The body also rolls into the wind, albeit over much
smaller angles (Figs. 3A and 5C). In all conditions, head pitch re-
mains constant while the body pitches up in preparation for landing
(Fig. 5B). The lovebirds thus combine strategies of general aviation
pilots, who pitch the fuselage up and trim their heading by using
“crabbing” (yaw into the wind) or “wing-low” (roll into the wind) to
compensate for strong crosswinds on final approach (18). Overall,
the maneuvers to mitigate gusts are primarily performed in the
horizontal plane (Fig. 5D). Motivated by the consistent yaw reori-
entations into the wind (Figs. 3A and 5D), we corroborated a yaw
reorientation model to understand how the lovebirds might infer
the local wind direction to negate the 45° cross and shear gusts.

Discussion
Wind Angle Can Be Inferred by Fixating on the Goal While the Body
Yaws into the Wind. A 2D yaw reorientation and speed control
model shows how lovebirds can compensate gusts by inferring the
local wind direction via neck twist. Their neck is twisted by actively
aligning their head with the goal direction, while aerodynamic tor-
ques work to align their body with the local wind direction. The local
wind angle with respect to the goal direction can then be estimated
via muscle proprioceptive cues encoding the angle over which the
neck is twisted (Fig. 6 A and B). The twist angle feeds back into a
basic proportional controller of body yaw, which responds fast
enough to compensate for lateral gusts based on the measured flight
paths. The ability of lovebirds to stabilize their head while maneu-
vering in gusts (Fig. 2–4) underpins this neck-informed gust com-
pensation model. Stabilization enables the otoliths in the vestibular
system (6) to reliably sense the direction of gravity (19), which
provides an inertial horizon for performing horizontal (2D) com-
pensation maneuvers in lateral gusts (Fig. 5D) without a visual ho-
rizon (Fig. 1B; cave). It also enables the lovebirds to stabilize their
vision, which they need to keep their head fixated on the goal via
neck twist (Figs. 2C and 4). The lovebirds fixate on the perch more

often during the second half of the flight (Fig. 6B), presumably to
provide the additional precision required for landing, similar to how
raptors use straighter gaze angles when approaching a target (27).
Another essential building block of the compensation model is

the aerodynamic restoring torque that orients the bird’s body into
the wind. Our preliminary analysis of the bird’s yaw dynamics (Fig.
5D) suggested that this torque could be passive, like it is for a
weathervane. Birds lack a vertical tail to generate this torque.
However, when we used our wind tunnel to test a suspended
mechanical flapping bird—which had no vertical tail—it passively
reoriented into the wind as soon as it was released from a nonzero
slip angle (the local wind angle minus body angle). When we re-
moved the horizontal tail, the yaw dynamics still did not markedly
change. These experiments show that flapping wings passively
reduce slip angle effectively (Fig. 6C). The weathervanelike re-
storing torque generated by the flapping wings is approximately
linearly proportional to the slip angle ðθslipÞ up to large angles
(Fig. 6D). This is similar to the passive aerodynamic restoring
torque generated by vertical tails (and to a much smaller degree,
fuselages) of aircraft with nonzero slip angles (28).
The slip-reducing torque generated by flapping wings com-

plements the previously discovered flapping counter torque, a
passive torque proportional to body yaw velocity, _θbody, that
dampens yaw motion in flapping wings (29). These 2 passive
aerodynamic torques generated by a flapping wing sum together
and determine the passive angular acceleration of the body yaw
as follows (Fig. 6E):

€θbody = ðk=IÞθslip − ðc=IÞ _θbody, [1]

where I is the animal’s yaw moment of inertia, k is the aero-
dynamic restoring torque constant, and c is the aerodynamic
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angular damper constant. By using the average corroborated k=I
and c=I coefficient ratios based on the lovebird flight data, the
model explains most of the yaw reorientation in the cross and
shear condition (cross, R2 0.87, rms 12°; shear, R2 0.60, rms 16°;
measurement uncertainty ±2°, SI Appendix, section S6). The cor-
roborated response time for the lovebird yaw model (Eq. 1 and
Fig. 6F) is close enough to that of the mechanical bird model
(Fig. 6 C and F; τ = 1.4 vs. 1.34 wingbeats) to support the idea
that a passive aerodynamic restoring torque reduces slip. How-
ever, the residual error is still appreciable because the passive
model predicts a 0° equilibrium slip angle, whereas lovebirds
exhibit slip angles of 15° or more (Fig. 6 A, B, and E). Lovebirds
must therefore actively control slip angle.
We inferred that a proportional (P) controller may be suffi-

cient to explain how the lovebirds maintain nonzero slip angles,
because P controllers produce offsets in their output when com-
peting forces affect the system dynamics (28). Pigeons too have
been found to use steering that resembles proportional control for
close-range obstacle avoidance (30). In contrast to the passive
body yaw response (Eq. 1), proportional yaw control requires wind
slip angle feedback. Our recordings show that the birds fixate their
gaze on the goal (Figs. 1E, 5 B–D, and 6 A and B) by actively
contorting their neck up to 30° or more in yaw and pitch (Figs. 2C,
5 B and D, and 6 A and B). Such angles are large enough to give
yaw feedback via neck muscle proprioception (6) according to
data for human necks (31). We also found that minor wing
asymmetries in the mechanical bird model result in nonzero
equilibrium slip angles of ≈8° (Fig. 6C), which is similar to the
≈15° recorded for lovebirds. Therefore, we hypothesized that neck
angle times a constant P control stiffness, kP, could predict the
control torque that the birds apply using wing asymmetry:

€θbody = ðk=IÞθslip + ðkP=IÞθneck − ðc=IÞ _θbody. [2]

Indeed, adding the proportional controller enables the model to
represent the data well (cross, R2 0.94, rms 9°; shear: R2 0.79,
rms 13°). The goodness of fit especially improves in the shear
case, where the 90° midflight yaw reorientations presumably require

more active control. The fitted nondimensional damping coeffi-
cients, ζ≡ c=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4ðk+ kPÞI

p
= 2.2± 2.0, show that the response

ranges from under to slightly overdamped (Fig. 6F) (28). To pre-
vent drift while orienting in the wind, the lovebirds could also use
their neck angle as feedback to modulate airspeed: we found that
for each bird, lateral airspeed is indeed proportional to neck angle
(R2 = 0.77, 0.76, 0.52; SI Appendix, Figs. SF34 and SF35).

Neck Angle Gives Effective Gust Feedback and Scales Favorably with
Body Mass. When combined, the neck-informed proportional
control models for body yaw and speed can explain most of the
observed lateral-gust compensation behavior in lovebirds. The
role of proprioception in flight control is also suggested by
the observation that pigeons fly poorly when a paper collar blocks
neck motion (9). Further refinement of the lateral-gust response
model—e.g., by adding integral, differential, or other feedback
terms informed by additional sensory inputs—is thus not essen-
tial according to the principle of parsimony. We expect, however,
that fusing additional sensory feedback plays a role in making
lateral-gust compensation more precise and robust. In addition
to proprioceptive feedback, gusts may also be sensed by spe-
cialized feathers whose follicles encode feather vibration (32).
These so-called filoplumes (33) are thought to inform behavioral
changes when wind is blown at the breast of a fixed bird (34). In
contrast, neck proprioception offers rapid, high-fidelity, di-
rectional feedback, as it does for the cervicocollic reflex (6).
Lovebirds surely fuse other cues as well, such as expanding
(looming) visual cues (35), parallax (36), or spatial memory cues
(37). However, given the predictive strength of our simple model
(Eq. 2), the most parsimonious explanation is that lovebirds
compensate for gusts in the dark by using the dim point light
source as a heading and reference for proprioceptive wind cues.
Considering lovebirds are diurnal generalists, their innate ability
may apply more generally to other birds, including those that fly
in the dark with minimal visual information (12). To see if other
birds could make use of proprioception-informed maneuvers, we
calculated how the yaw angle response changes with body size
according to our model (Eq. 2).
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Fig. 6. Using an inertia-spring-damper model for body yaw, we infer that lovebirds combine passive and active control to reach the goal perch in gusts. (A)
Slip angles range up to 30° in the cross environment (N= 3; separated by bird in SI Appendix, Fig. SF19). Neck angles are sufficient for proprioceptive input
(dark green, gaze aligns with perch; medium green, gaze within ±150% of the perch). (B) When landing in the shear environment (left side of plot), slip
angles are larger and the head is fixated on the perch more often. (C) The slip angle passively goes to zero for an ornithopter, except for a small offset (≈8°)
due to minor wing asymmetries (Movie S4). (D) The nondimensional restoring torque on the ornithopter is proportional to slip angle over angles relevant to
lovebirds (95% of lovebird data occurred between shaded boxes). Gray, tracking data; black, linear fit. (E) In our minimalistic model, body yaw is driven by a
passive torque proportional to slip angle ðθslipÞ and an active torque proportional to neck angle ðθneckÞ, and is dampened by a passive flapping counter torque.
(F) The average corroborated coefficients in Eqs. 1 and 2 are similar across visual/gust environments, leading to similar damping coefficients ðζÞ and yaw
response times in wingbeats ðτÞ. (G) A scaling analysis of the lovebird yaw gust response model applied for a steplike gust across animals in flapping flight
shows they also can infer the direction of gusts based on neck twist within several wingbeats. Air density and nondimensional ratios can change the yaw
response time in wingbeats up to an order of magnitude. See SI Appendix, section S5 for scaling details. Mean and SD by species group was derived from
literature (58) for evaluating the scaling trend (light gray, insects; medium gray, hummingbirds; dark gray, birds; see SI Appendix, Fig. SF37 for all species). The
Inset shows the corroborated lovebird response time varies little with visual condition.
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The rate at which the lovebirds can glean gust information
from proprioception scales with the rate of the yaw reorientation
into the wind. According to our model, the body yaw angle of
lovebirds responds to a sharp lateral gust (step function) with a
time constant τ= 2fI=c= 1.4 ± 1.0 wingbeats (Fig. 6F and SI
Appendix, section S4). Using isometric scaling, we find this time
constant generally decreases with body size—ranging from
around 10 wingbeats for insects to 1 wingbeat for large birds—
showing that bigger animals could use proprioception to gather
wind information over fewer wingbeats than lovebirds (Fig. 6G).
Our model may therefore help to explain how birds migrate ef-
fectively even with minimal visual information, such as at night
or in clouds and fog (11, 12, 38), or how blindfolded gulls can fly
stably in crosswinds (39). However, the time constant is further
modified by parameters such as air density, aspect ratio, and
stroke amplitude within 1 order of magnitude (Fig. 6G), so further
consideration is required for specific species (SI Appendix, section
S5). Our model could also give mechanistic insight into why birds
fly toward and crash into artificial light sources at night. These
sources, which can be lighthouses (40), monuments (41), or sky-
scrapers (42), are estimated to lead to billions of bird deaths a year
(43). Steady lights—like the one in our study—can be particularly
attractive and thus disorienting for migrating birds (44).

Conclusion
Our corroborated control model can explain how lovebirds ma-
neuver through 45° lateral gusts, without optic flow or a visual
horizon, in visually poor conditions that cause spatial disorien-
tation in pilots. By counteracting most of the low- and high-
frequency body motions with their neck, lovebirds can infer the
inertial horizon and reliably fixate on the light beacon. By
comparing goal heading to body angle, which is driven into the
gust by a weathervane-like aerodynamic torque generated by the
flapping wings, lovebirds can estimate the local wind angle and
proportionally control body slip and speed. The similarity in the
proportional control model coefficients across environments
(Fig. 6F) and consistent body kinematics (Fig. 5) show that this
strategy is robust and works equally well in the dark with only a
point light source as a beacon. The corresponding differences in
ground speed are remarkably small across visual conditions (Fig.
1D), despite major gust speed differences. These results revise
our understanding of the importance of optic flow in avian flight
control. Optic flow is likely used to regulate ground speed (Fig. 1D)
and vertical position—as it is with budgies (2) and hummingbirds
(45) in corridors of still air—but is apparently not essential for
dynamic flight control. Furthermore, a wide-field visual horizon
may be replaced by a stabilized (Figs. 2 and 4) inertial horizon (46),
in combination with a visual beacon, to navigate environments with
45° lateral gusts.
Our model explains how proprioceptive information related to

flow direction is both available and functional in the lovebird’s
gust compensation, whereas it was previously thought to be un-
important for wind orientation over longer flight distances in
birds (3). Notably, our corroborated model performs better for
the longer gust (Eq. 2; cross, R2 0.94, rms 9°) and converges over
longer “crosswind” distances (SI Appendix, section S3) in a way
that scales favorably with avian body mass (Fig. 6G). These
findings suggest future movement ecological studies may find
value in tracking both the body and head motion of birds [as
recently pioneered in a pigeon navigation study (47)] to interpret
atmospheric wind orientation in birds (SI Appendix, Fig. SF36).
These studies will also benefit from more detailed laboratory
studies that further dissect sensorimotor function in birds ne-
gating gusts and atmospheric turbulence across different length
and timescales. Finally, the corroborated gust compensation
model may inspire new minimal control algorithms that help
aerial robots navigate dark and gusty environments as deftly as
lovebirds (Movies S1–S3).

Materials and Methods
Experimental Setup. We conducted flight experiments in a flight corridor
(320 × 150 × 70 cm) surrounded by mesh walls, floor, and ceiling (CAD
rendering in SI Appendix, Fig. SF38). The mesh type (Polyester Mesh 670 Μm -
Open Area: 52%, ELKO Filtering) was chosen to be coarse enough for air
from the gust generators to pass through, while fine enough that the
generators were invisible from inside the arena. The floor was covered with
a black rubber mat. Birch landing perches (34 cm long, 1.2 cm diameter)
were mounted at the center of each end of the arena (equidistant from
sidewalls and 33 cm from the floor). The perches were mounted on trans-
parent acrylic bars set 10 cm off the wall to make them clearly visible (Fig.
1B) and allow safe landings. Birds entered the arena through entry windows
(12.5 × 12.5 cm) cut out of the wall behind the perches.

We textured the white mesh walls in one of three ways: black vertical
stripes 100 mmwide (forest), bottom half black and top half white (lake), and
all black (cave). The vertical stripe dimensions (20 cm period, 10 cm black +
10 cm white) were tuned such that birds flying at 2 m/s in the center of the
arena experienced a 10-Hz spatiotemporal frequency, a motion rate known
to be well perceivable by small parrots (48, 49) like lovebirds. We chose the
paint (black matte finish, Quick Color; Rust-Oleum) to provide high contrast:
the average Michelson contrast measured from the center of the arena was
0.73 ± 0.03 between vertical stripes and 0.79 ± 0.004 across the horizon,
which are perceivable contrasts for small parrots (49, 50). To provide suffi-
cient ambient light for visual navigation (49, 50), we installed 2 large LED
panels (120 × 120 cm; Samsung High CRI; illuminance: 600 cd/m2) 130 cm
above the flight volume. The ambient light level was 155 ± 13 lx in the forest
condition and 158 ± 12 lx in the lake condition (LX1330B; Dr.Meter), com-
pared with 0.2 lx in the cave condition, where the only light source was a
dim light behind the target perch (luminance 30 cd/m2, LS-100; Konica
Minolta). Black textile sheets prevented light from the LED panels from
exiting the arena, and light sources in the surrounding room were shut off.
As a result, no exterior visual cues were visible from within the flight
arena (Fig. 1B).

Lateral gusts were produced by 2 custom-built gust generators outside the
mesh sidewalls. Each generator consisted of 6 fans (12-in. diameter; 2931
CFM, Global Industrial) arranged in 2 rows within a wooden housing (CAD
rendering in SI Appendix, Fig. SF39). Two mesh screens in front of the fans
were designed to merge the individual air streams into a single uniform
airflow (51). Each generator covered the entire height of the arena and one-
third of the arena length. To create gust maps, we used a hot wire ane-
mometer (CTM DT-8880) to measure airspeed at 135 perch-height locations
(20 cm × 15 cm grid) (Fig. 1C). We placed noise-dampening foam pads on the
room walls to reduce the noise to 94 dB (A-weighted; Velleman DVM805)
when both gust generators were running. The birds spent no more than 2 h
in the room when the generators were running, which is less than the 4 h
allowed at these levels by California’s Occupational safety and health
administration (52).

The lovebirds (Agapornis roseicollis) were hand-raised and housed in in-
door social cages with at least 2 birds per cage in a 12-h night/day cycle. To
habituate the lovebirds to the gust generator noise, we placed electric fans
and speakers playing gust generator recordings in their holding room for
15 min at a time, up to 2 h a day, for a month before the experiments. To
habituate the birds to the flight arena, we placed them in the arena for an
hour at a time periodically during the 2 wk before the experiment. During
the habituation, all lights were on, the visual environment had maximum
richness (forest), the gust generators were off (still), and the birds were fed
millet spray. Some habituation sessions included wearing tracking gear. Of
4 habituated birds, 3 showed no change in behavior when wearing the
motion-tracking gear. The fourth bird was excluded from the experiment as
it did not fly reliably wearing gear. The age of the 3 birds ranged from 14 to
36 mo, and their weights range from 53 to 55 g. Two birds were male (NN,
RR); one was female (BB). All birds received food and water ad libitum, their
cages were enriched, and all training and experimental procedures were
approved by Stanford University’s Administrative Panel on Laboratory
Animal Care.

To capture the positions/orientations of the bird’s head and body, we
placed clusters of 3 retroreflective markers on a harness and thin goggle
sockets worn by the bird (SI Appendix, Fig. SF40). The attitude (position and
orientation) of each 3-marker cluster was tracked at 1,000 Hz by 13 infrared
motion capture cameras (Qualisys Oqus 7+; 3 MP) mounted above the arena.
The infrared light (880 nm) used by the cameras was outside the measured
spectral sensitivity of the birds (53). During the calibration procedure, the
tracking software (Qualisys Track Manager 2) reported positional tracking
residuals of 0.1 to 0.3 mm. The harness and goggle sockets were custom
fitted to the body shape of each bird to ensure a snug fit (54). The goggle
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sockets were made thin to ensure the visual field was not occluded (CAD
rendering in SI Appendix, Fig. SF40). To minimize stress and avoid escape
responses, we applied the tracking gear in complete darkness. To aid our
vision and hand–eye coordination while applying the gear, we lit the room
with 2 infrared LED lights (850 nm; Univivi U48R 48- LEDs WideAngle IR Il-
luminator) and wore custom-built infrared goggles (GoPro Hero3: Silver
Edition with RipCage custom casing and 5.4 mm f/2.5 60d HFOV 10MP lens
without IR filter mounted to high-definition video goggles; Dominator Re-
vision A, Fat Shark).

Kinematic videos were made with 2 additional high-speed grayscale
CMOS-cameras (PhantomMiro 310; Vision Research) mounted to the side and
above the arena. The camera sensitivity in the infrared spectrum allowed us
to make 500-Hz recordings in all visual environments, including the cave
environment with the infrared motion capture cameras as the only light
source. An external trigger was used to trigger the end of a 15-s ring
buffer recording.

Data Capture. The birds were exposed to the 9 visual and gust environments
psuedorandomly (SI Appendix, Table ST3). For welfare reasons, and to re-
duce the probability that the birds used visual cues besides wall textures, we
started with the bright environments (lake, forest), then finished with the
cave (SI Appendix, Table ST3). Within each visual condition, we ordered gust
environments for each bird in a Latin square fashion (SI Appendix, Tables
ST3 and ST4) (55, 56). Before each set of flights, we put tracking gear on the
bird, then transferred it in a covered transport box to 1 of the 2 entry
windows of the unlit flight arena. We then slid open the door of the box and
turned on the arena lights, prompting the bird to fly to the starting perch.
Once the bird crossed the arena (either spontaneously or with a hand-wave
cue), we saved data from the ring buffer. We only kept flights in which the
takeoff direction was facing directly to the opposite perch (±30°). After each
set of flights, birds were returned to their aviary and trained using positive
reinforcement and handfed, so that all remained tame and voluntarily
approached human hands.

After each flight, we cropped the kinematic video footage from takeoff
until landing. After each set of flights, we checked the marker tracking data
for quality. Frames with spurious rigid bodies were removed, and clear
misidentifications of markers were corrected. These procedures were con-
ducted in the Qualisys Track Manager (Qualisys AB) before exporting the
position/orientation data as MAT files. Eight flights exported to MAT files
were later discovered to have corrupt tracking data (clear misidentifications
and/or blank datasets); these flights were not analyzed. During each flight,
the birds flew across the arena in 1 of 2 directions: direction A and direction B.
Of the 366 analyzed flights (BB, n= 115; RR, n= 127; NN, n= 124), 187 were
direction A and 179 were direction B. Analyzing both flight directions
allowed us to ensure that the cross gusts were not always come from the
same direction. Due to the symmetry of the arena and the lack of visible
differences between direction A and B flights, we mirrored the kinematics of
flights from B to A (SI Appendix, Fig. SF41). All data are publicly available
online (57).

Data Processing. The body and head attitude datawere processed and filtered
before subsequent analyses. Across all timesteps, 13% of the positions/
orientations were missing due to markers temporarily being blocked by
feathers or part of the bird’s body. Most of these missing data occur during
takeoff and landing; for our analysis, we cropped out the takeoff/landing data
(data where x was within 20 cm of the perches). The remaining data had 2%
of values missing, and these values were omitted from subsequent analyses.
Noise in the position/orientation data were filtered out using a lowpass filter
at 6 times that trial’s flapping frequency (6f = 102 ± 5 Hz). The position/ori-
entation data were either analyzed with no additional filtering (Fig. 2B), an
additional highpass filter [Fig. 2C (HF); Fig. 3 (HF); Fig. 4], or an additional
lowpass filter [Fig. 2C (LF); Fig. 3 (LF); Fig. 5; Fig. 6 A, B, F, and G)]. The addi-
tional highpass filter was designed to isolate high-frequency head stabilization
(cutoff frequency f/2 = 8.5 Hz). The additional lowpass filter was designed to
isolate low-frequency head orientations (cutoff frequency f/2 = 8.5 Hz). We
applied filters using Mathematica’s LowpassFilter and HighpassFilter functions
(v11.0.1; Wolfram Research), which use Hamming windows for preprocessing
and apply linear finite impulse response filters.

Wingbeat frequency and saccade data were extracted manually from
kinematic video and tracking data. The ends of down- and up-strokes were
defined as frames when wings were in their most anterior and posterior
positions, respectively (5). We defined wingbeat frequency as the inverse of
the average time between upstrokes (f = 17.0 ± 1.0 Hz). Saccades were
isolated by scanning the unfiltered head orientation data. A linear regres-

sion was applied to each extracted saccade to estimate the angular speed of
the saccade.

To isolate the variation in yaw and roll (Fig. 3), we subtracted each trial’s
average yaw and roll, then added in the ensemble-averaged yaw and roll.
The same procedure was used to isolate variation in body–neck coupling
(Fig. 2). To create smooth navigation traces (Fig. 5), we resampled the
lowpass-filtered position/orientation data over the x domain of the arena
such that the y, pitch, roll, and yaw data had the same input domain (−1.3 to
1.3 m with 0.01-m resolution; third-order polynomial fits between successive
data points via Interpolation, Mathematica). The mean and SD of y, pitch,
roll, and yaw were then calculated at each x value. We omitted averages at
x values where more than 10% of the flights contained missing values (≈2%
of x values at the beginning and end of the domain).

Data Analysis. To analyze the passive role of the neck in head stabilization,
we considered a 2-coefficient mass-spring-damper model for the highpass-
filtered head kinematics:

m€ξh =−c _ξh − kðξh − ξbÞ,

wherem is the head mass, c is a damping constant, k is a spring constant, ξh is
the x/y/z/pitch/roll/yaw of the head, and ξb is the corresponding measure-
ment for the body. The coefficients are nondimensionalized as the damping

coefficient, ζ≡ c=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
km

p
, and the natural frequency ratio, fn=f, where fn is the

natural frequency of the spring ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k=4π2m

p
Þ and f is the average

wingbeat frequency.
The gain G and phase lag ϕ of the response ðξhÞ compared with the

forcing ðξbÞ is a function of the natural frequency and damping coefficient.
For harmonic forcing, the gain and phase lag have closed-form solutions

G=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1− ðfn=fÞ2Þ2 + 4ζ2ðfn=fÞ2

q
and ϕ= sin−1ð2ζðfn=fÞGÞ. We inverted these

functions to solve for the natural frequency ratio and damping coefficient
given the measured average value and SD of the gain and phase offset. We
calculated the gain and phase lag directly from experimental data: the gain
as the ratio of the mean absolute value of the head signal to the body signal
and the phase lag as the peak of the cross-correlation between head and
body signal. Inverting the quartic gain function gives 4 solutions. We present
the 2 real positive fn solutions, one of which often represents an inverse
damper ðc<0Þ for the rotational degrees of freedom.

To test scaling predictions of the passive head stabilization model, we
estimated vertical head displacements compared with eye diameter. We
estimated body center of mass displacements to be g=ð4πf2Þ, where g is the
acceleration due to gravity (SI Appendix, section S2). We used published
frequency versus body mass data to generate displacements as a function of
body mass (58). The resulting head displacements are the body displace-
ments times the gain we calculated for lovebirds. To estimate head dis-
placements compared with eye diameter ðdeyeÞ, we used an established

power scaling for eye diameter as a function of body mass (59), deye ∼m0.23,
and passed the scaling through the average for our experiment (body
mass = 54 g, eye diameter = 5 mm).

To analyze the role of body yaw inmaneuvering through crosswinds, we fit
a 3-coefficient inertia-damper-spring model with an active P-controller to the
body yaw data (Eq. 2; derivation in SI Appendix, section S2). The aero-
dynamic stiffness term was corroborated from our ornithopter experiments
in the wind tunnel, where the restoring torque was proportional to slip
angle over the range of angles experienced by the lovebirds (Fig. 6D). Three
scaled coefficients (k=I, kP=I, and c=I) were fit using a gradient-descent
scheme (ParametricNDSolveValue & FindFit in Mathematica) that mini-
mized the squared residuals between the measured and modeled head data.
To avoid sharp initial conditions, θslip and θneck were padded with smooth
transitions to zero (transition duration = 10% of the flight time) before the
beginning and after the end of each flight. The padding was to provide
numerical stability; the goodness of fit is based on data during the true
flight time and does not include the padded data. The fit was first computed
without the active term ðkP = 0Þ and then with the active term ðkP ≥ 0Þ. In
nearly all (99%) of the flights, the coefficients quickly converged to stable
averages; the remaining 1%, defined as cases where coefficients were more
than 3σ from the mean, were not included in the reported averages (Fig. 6F).
We present 2 dimensionless outcomes of the fit:

τ=
2fI
c
  and  ζ =

cffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4ðk+ kPÞI

p   ,

where τ is the response time in wingbeats and ζ is the effective damping
coefficient in a 2-spring system with spring constants k and kP; it quantifies
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whether the yaw response is underdamped ðζ < 1Þ, critically damped ðζ= 1Þ,
or overdamped ðζ >1Þ. To determine whether lovebirds could also use neck
angle to regulate airspeed, we compared lateral airspeed (y ground speed
minus local wind speed, vwind) to neck angle and found they were pro-
portional (SI Appendix, Fig. SF35).

We defined the goodness of fit based on the mean squared residuals
compared with the variance of the signal,

R2 = 1−
P�

θbody,actual − θbody,model
�2

P�
θbody,actual − θbody,actual

�2,

where θbody,actual is the measured body yaw, θbody,model is the modeled body
yaw, and the overbar denotes time averaging. The goodness of fit runs from
0 (model is no closer to actual than the variance of the actual) to 1 (model is
identical to actual).

To test scaling predictions of the body yaw model, we considered the
response time of the yaw angle to changes in gust conditions. The model
predicts step changes in θneck or θslip to result in oscillations that decay with
the time constant τ (SI Appendix, section S4). Using isometric scaling, we
predict that this time constant scales with m=ρℓ3 (SI Appendix, section S5),
and we estimated the scaling coefficient using the measured point for our
experiment (body mass = 54 g, wing length = 120 mm, τ= 1.4 wingbeats) in
Fig. 6G. We estimate that changes in nonisometric variables (air density,
aspect ratio, nondimensional third moment of area, stroke amplitude, force
coefficient, and wing path shape factor) could shift the trendline by a factor
of 0.2 to 4 (SI Appendix, section S5). Given the multiple orders of magnitude
spanned by the trendlines, the scaling predictions for hummingbirds and
insects are robust based on reasonable estimates of error.

Mechanical Bird Model Experiments. To determine how flapping wings pas-
sively orient in lateral gusts, we tested a free-flight ornithopter (Avitron v2.0)
in a wind tunnel (60). The ornithopter started at 1 of 6 slip angles (±30°, ±60°,
±90°, 3 trials per angle) and then freely rotated on a custom mount that only

allowed yaw motion. We removed the tail to isolate the contributions of the
wings. The ornithopter was fixed at a stroke plane angle of 25° with the
rotational axis intersecting the ornithopter’s center of gravity. The flow in
the tunnel’s test section (0.8 × 1.0 × 1.73 m) was at a representative lovebird
airspeed, 4 m/s. Turbulence intensity in the flow was 3.42%.

We measured the yaw angle with 2 markers tracked at 1,000 Hz by 7 in-
frared motion capture cameras (Qualisys Oqus 7+, 3 MP). From the calibra-
tion procedure, we estimated a positional tracking error of 0.1 to 0.3 mm.
Our motion capture process yielded 100% tracking success with no lost
frames. To remove wingbeat-driven oscillations, we lowpass filtered the yaw
angle data (fourth-order Butterworth) with a cutoff frequency of half the
wingbeat frequency. We took derivatives of the data using a central dif-
ference scheme and fit the resulting data (fitnml, MATLAB) to a 3-coefficient
passive yaw model,

€θbody =   ðk=IÞ�θslip − θ0
�
− ðc=IÞ _θbody.

The model is identical to the passive model used for lovebirds (Eq. 1), except
for a slip angle offset, θ0, used because of slight wing asymmetries in the
ornithopter that caused an equilibrium slip angle of about −8°. The model
captured most of the ornithopter yaw dynamics (R2 0.74) over the range of
slip angles encountered by the lovebirds (−50°< θslip < 31° for 95% of data).

We nondimensionalized restoring torque (Fig. 6D) by using the yaw re-
sponse time (SI Appendix, section S4).
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Section S1. Predicting drift with a passive drag model 
 
If the lovebirds were to use no compensation, their lateral position, 𝑦, would follow 
passively from the lateral drag force generated by the lateral gusts. The associated 
lateral displacement can be calculated as the second integral of the lateral gust forces, 
𝐹#, with respect to time: 
 

𝑦(𝑡) = ∬ 𝐹#(𝜏)d𝜏
+
, . 

 
The gust drag force can be calculated based on the drag law, 
 

𝐹# = 𝐶.
/
0
𝜌𝑣34560 𝑆, 

 
where 𝜌 is the density of air, 𝑆 is the surface area of the bird, and 𝐶. is a drag 
coefficient. The drag coefficient will be a function of wing/body position and Reynolds 
number, but to estimate its magnitude, we can apply a drag coefficient for a sphere with 
the same surface area (0.01 m0, based on morphometric measurements of lovebirds from 
the same colony) and Reynolds number (𝑅𝑒 = 𝜌𝑣3456ℓ/𝜇 ≈ (1.2	kg/m0)(3	m/s)(0.1	m)/
(1.8 ∗ 10JK	kg/m ∗ s) ≈ 20,000), where 𝐶. ≈ 0.5. This is a reasonable estimate, because 
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while the birds may be more streamlined in the frontal direction, in the lateral direction, 
they will experience mostly bluff body pressure drag. 
 
We can estimate the total lateral displacement based on our gust velocity maps. We 
know the lateral gust speed from our hotwire measurements, which give the gust speed, 
𝑣3456, as a function of 𝑥 and 𝑦 position. We know the 𝑥 and 𝑦 position as functions of 
time from the motion-tracking data. Therefore, we can estimate the expected lateral 
displacement over the duration of the flight (𝑡OPQ3R6) – assuming there were no 
compensation – to be 
 

𝑦(𝑡OPQ3R6) = ∬ 𝐶.
/
0
𝜌𝑣34560 (𝑥(𝜏), 𝑦(𝜏))𝑆d𝜏+STUVWX

, . 
 
Calculating this integral numerically for all the crosswind cases gives 𝑦Y𝑡OPQ3R6Z =
23	cm	 ± 11	cm. We present the predicted and measured lateral drift values for the 
lovebirds in Fig. SF1 for both the cross and shear gust condition. Considering the birds 
reached the goal perch in all 366 flights, sometimes to the opposite side of the perch 
from what would be expected based on passive lateral drift, the birds clearly 
compensate for the gusts. To be sure, we tested the measured perch landing locations 
against the predicted drift values and found they were significantly different (Fig. SF1). 
The only reasonable explanation for these observations is that the birds are 
compensating for lateral gust forces to avoid drifting during flight. 
 

 
Fig. SF1. Lovebirds compensate for the lateral gusts, showing less lateral deflection (∆𝒚) than 
what is predicted by a passive drag model. A passive drag model (Section S1) predicts nonzero lateral 
deflection (empty circles), whereas the measured deflection was closer to zero (filled circles). When 
pooled by visual condition, the predicted deflections in cross and shear were significantly different from 
the measured deflections (Mann-Whitney U Test, p < 0.001) 
 
Section S2. Derivation and scaling of the vertical head stabilization model 
 
To determine how head stabilization scales with body size, we use the fact that body 
displacement depends on the net vertical force on the body. Generalist birds and bats 
are known to have a mostly inactive upstroke during which they do not support much of 
their body weight. In contrast, hummingbirds and some insects generate appreciable 
weight support on the upstroke. Either way, the average net vertical force (lift minus 
body weight) must be 0 during straight forward flight. The corresponding body 
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displacements are obtained by integrating the net vertical force divided by mass twice 
with respect to time. The head displacement follows by multiplying the body 
displacement scaling law with the predicted head stabilization gain, 𝐺.  
 

For scaling purposes, which only require order of magnitude accuracy at specific 
scales, we modelled the weight support (lift divided by body weight), 𝐿/𝑚𝑔, with a 
periodic function of wingbeat phase (wingbeat frequency times time), 𝑓𝑡. In our function, 
the ratio of upstroke-to-downstroke weight support, 𝜇, can range from 0 to 1 (Fig. 
SF2A). Generalist birds and bats have a mostly inactive upstroke (𝜇 = 0). 
Hummingbirds support approximately 25% of their weight on the upstroke (𝜇 =
0.25/0.75 ≈ 0.33) (1). Flies support weight equally on the downstroke and upstroke (𝜇 =
1) (2). Our lift function can be written for any 𝜇 by incorporating the unit step function, 
U(𝑡): 
 
 f

gh
= /

0
sin(2π𝑓𝑡) lπ(2 − 𝜇)U n/

0
− 𝑓𝑡o − π𝜇U n𝑓𝑡 − /

0
op. (S1) 

 
The coefficients in the function are tuned such that the net vertical force (lift minus body 
weight) is zero when averaged over a wingbeat (0 < 𝑡 < 1/𝑓). 

 

 
Fig. SF2. The lift and vertical body displacements can be modeled as a periodic function of 
wingbeat phase. (A) The lift divided by body weight, 𝐿/𝑚𝑔, depends on the relative contribution of the 
upstroke, 𝜇. Birds and bats show a mostly inactive upstroke (𝜇 = 0), whereas flies show equal lift 
contribution on the upstroke (𝜇 = 1). (B) The maximum excursion of the body during a wingbeat, ∆r,stuv, 
scales with gravity, 𝑔, divided by frequency squared, 𝑓0. The exact value of the maximum excursion can 
vary up to an order of magnitude depending on the relative contribution of the upstroke. 
 
Regardless of the lift curve’s shape, the magnitude of body displacement scales with 
gravity divided by frequency squared. The net vertical force is equal to lift minus body 
weight, 𝐿 − 𝑚𝑔. Integrating the net vertical force divided by mass twice with respect to 
time gives the vertical body displacement, 𝑧stuv: 
 

 
𝑧stuv = ∬fJgh

g
d𝑡d𝑡

	 = h
xy
lnx+

0
− /

z
o {𝑓𝑡 − Un𝑓𝑡 − /

0
o| + /

~�
{𝜇 − 2 + 2U n𝑓𝑡 − /

0
o| sin	(2π𝑓𝑡)p .

 (S2) 
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The integration constants (0 and 𝑓𝑡/4) are chosen such that 𝑧stuv is periodic with an 
average height of 𝑧stuv = 0. The body displacement is equal to 𝑔/𝑓0 times a 
dimensionless function (everything inside the square brackets). This solution form 
shows that the precise shape of the lift curve is inconsequential for scaling purposes. 
The peak-to-peak excursion in vertical body position over a wingbeat, Δ�,stuv, depends 
mostly on gravity and the wingbeat frequency. The shape of the lift curve, which is 
driven by the upstroke-to-downstroke weight support fraction, only affects the scaling 
coefficient (Fig. SF2B). The scaling coefficient can change by a factor of about 9: for 
generalist birds and bats (𝜇 = 0), Δ�,stuv = (1/4π)(𝑔/𝑓0) ≈ 0.08𝑔/𝑓0; for hummingbirds 
(𝜇 = 0.33), Δ�,stuv = (1/6π)(𝑔/𝑓0) ≈ 0.05𝑔/𝑓0; for flies (𝜇 = 1), Δ�,stuv = ((π −
4)/32π)(𝑔/𝑓0) ≈ 0.01𝑔/𝑓0.  For the lovebirds, the model captures the body 
displacement well: the model predicts Δ�,stuv = 0.08𝑔/𝑓0 ≈ 3 mm, and the average 
peak-to-peak vertical body displacement we measured was 2.2 +/- 0.5 mm.  
 
Using our scaling prediction, we find that wingbeat-driven eye displacements are less 
detrimental to the vision of hummingbirds and insects. By using published frequency 
and mass data for flying animals (3), we plotted the predicted peak-to-peak eye 
displacements, Δ�,�v�, across species (Fig. 3C). For these estimates, we used the same 
vertical head-body gain that we measured for lovebirds: Δ�,�v� = 0.64Δ�,stuv. This is a 
conservative estimate given that lower gains (0.25) were observed in whooper swans 
(4). To compare the displacement with eye diameter, we used an established power law 
for eye size as a function of body mass, 𝑑�v�~𝑚,.0� (5), which we passed through the 
measured point for our lovebirds: 𝑚 = 54 g, 𝑑�v� = 5 mm. Changing the head-body gain 
would shift the prediction by an order 1 value and would not change the scaling. 
Similarly, using a different lift curve with nonzero upstroke weight support would 
decrease the predicted eye displacement by up to a factor of 9. However, a lower eye 
displacement would only strengthen our conclusion, which is that smaller flying animals 
have vertical eye displacements that are tiny fractions of eye diameter. For this reason, 
we predict head stabilization to be more important for larger flying animals like lovebirds 
and whooper swans (4). 
 
Section S3. Derivation of the body yaw dynamics model 
 
We modeled the body yaw dynamics of lovebirds to better understand how they 
respond to crosswind. Our second-order spring-damper-inertia model has three forcing 
terms: an aerodynamic restoring torque inspired by our ornithopter experiments in the 
wind tunnel (Fig. 5D), a damping term inspired by Flapping Counter Torque (6), and a 
proportional (P) controller term inspired by the slip angles we observed (Fig. 5A,B): 
 
 �̈�stuv = (𝑘/𝐼)𝜃5PQ� + (𝑘�/𝐼)𝜃���� − (c/𝐼)	�̇�stuv, (S3) 

 
where 𝜃stuv is the body yaw angle with respect to the x-direction (Fig. 2B), 𝜃5PQ� =
𝜃�Q�u − 𝜃stuv is the slip angle (effective wind angle minus body yaw angle), 𝜃���� =
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𝜃R��u − 𝜃stuv is the neck yaw angle (head yaw angle minus body yaw angle), 𝐼 is the 
body’s moment of inertia about the vertical axis, and 𝑘, 𝑘�, and c are constants. 
 
To verify that the corroborated coefficients for Eqn. S3 (𝑘/𝐼, 𝑘�/𝐼, c/𝐼) are physically 
reasonable, we determined expected rough magnitudes of each torque in Eqn. S3.  

 
The first torque, 𝑘𝜃5PQ�, is a passive torque inspired by ornithopter tests (Fig. 5D) that 
drives the bird to orient into the wind. The magnitude of this term in our corroborated 
yaw dynamics model is consistent with a classical aerodynamic analysis. The restoring 
torque is caused by a difference in the average thrust or drag between the two wings 
(Fig. SF3). Aerodynamic forces like average thrust and drag scale with (1/2)𝜌𝑢0𝐶�𝑆 
where 𝜌 is air density, 𝑢 is the incoming flow speed, 𝐶� is an aerodynamic force 
coefficient, and 𝑆 is the surface area of the wing. The restoring torque on the body is 
proportional to the difference between these forces times �̂��ℓ, where �̂�� is the non-
dimensional third moment of wing area and ℓ is wing length (shoulder to wingtip). The 
moment arm of the torque also includes the distance from center of mass to shoulder, 
but this distance is small compared to �̂��ℓ and does not affect the scaling exponents. 
We can estimate the magnitude of restoring torques by substituting typical physical 
values. The density of air at sea level is about 1.2 kg/m3. The average airspeed of the 
lovebirds in our experiment was 2.9 m/s. A typical non-dimensional third moment of area 
is 0.59 (average of 31 species in Tab. S1, Hedrick, 2011). We estimate lovebird wing 
length and body area to be about 120 mm and 6000 mm2 based on measurements on 
birds from the same colony. A typical restoring torque is therefore �̂��ℓ(1/2)𝜌𝑢0Δ𝐶�S ≈ 
2Δ𝐶� N*mm, where Δ𝐶� is the difference in force coefficient between left and right wings 
(Fig. SF3). Order 1 values of Δ𝐶� would result in torques ≈ 2 N*mm. This estimated 
torque magnitude is consistent with the torque magnitudes we found in our corroborated 
yaw model. Based on the average corroborated 𝑘 value (12 ± 5 N*mm) and a slip angle 
of 10° (Fig. 5A,B), the model exhibits passive torques of 𝑘𝜃5PQ� ≈ 2 N*mm. 
 

 
Fig. SF3. A passive restoring torque due to differential wing forces acts to minimize the slip angle. 
The restoring torque is equal to the thrust or drag on each wing times the second moment of wing area 
(plus the distance from body center of mass to wing shoulder). 
 
The second torque in Eqn. S3, 𝑘�𝜃����, is a torque that the birds actively produced 
using wing asymmetries to navigate towards the goal perch based on proprioceptive 
input. The magnitude of this term in our corroborated yaw dynamics model is consistent 
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with the theoretical torque that Hedrick et al. (2009) proposed for asymmetric wing 
motion: (1/8)(𝛾 − 1)𝜌𝑓0ℓK𝜒J/�̂���Φ0C�sın	(𝛿)𝜔¢0	££££££££££££££££. In this equation, 𝛾 is a coefficient of 
asymmetry that ranges from 0 (maximum asymmetry) to 1 (symmetric wing motion), 𝑓 is 
wingbeat frequency, 𝜒 is wing aspect ratio (shoulder-to-wingtip length divided by mean 
chord), 𝛷 is stroke amplitude, 𝐶� is an aerodynamic resultant force coefficient of the 
wing, 𝛿 is the spanwise rotation angle of the wing, 𝜔¢ is the non-dimensional angular 
velocity of the wing, and the overbar denotes a stroke-averaged value. We can estimate 
the expected magnitude of this torque by substituting typical physical values. We 
estimate a wing aspect ratio of about 2.4 based on measurements on lovebirds from the 
same colony. From kinematic videos, we estimate the stroke amplitude for the lovebirds 
to be about 140° (𝛷 ≈ 2.4 rad). The wingbeat frequency for the lovebirds was 17 ± 1 Hz. 
The remaining term, 𝐶�sın(𝛿)𝜔¢0£££££££££££££££, has been estimated to be about 31.3 for typical 
harmonic wing motions (6). Combined with the estimates above (𝜌 =1.2 kg/m3, �̂�� = 
0.59), the magnitude of torque due to wing asymmetry is (1/8)(𝛾 −
1)𝜌𝑓0ℓK𝜒J/�̂��

�Φ0C� sın(𝛿)𝜔¢0	£££££££££££££££££ ≈ 13(𝛾 − 1) N*mm. Based on the average corroborated 
𝑘� value of the lovebird data (8 ± 5 N*mm) and a neck angle of 25° (Fig. 5A,B), the yaw 
dynamics model exhibits active torques of 𝑘�𝜃���� ≈ 3 N*mm. The lovebirds could 
therefore generate the corrective torques modeled by the P-controller by using an 
asymmetry coefficient of about 0.77 (1 − 3/13), representing mild wing asymmetry. 
 
The third torque in Eqn. S3, 𝑐�̇�stuv, represents a passive aerodynamic torque that 
dampens yaw motion. The magnitude of this term in our corroborated yaw dynamics 
model is consistent with Flapping Counter Torque theory. Passive yaw damping torque 
is expected to equal 𝜌𝑓ℓK𝜒J/�̂���𝛷C�sın	(𝛿)𝜔¢	£££££££££££££££�̇�stuv (6). The term 𝐶�sın(𝛿)𝜔¢££££££££££££££, has been 
estimated to be about 6.0 for typical harmonic wing motions (6). Combined with the 
estimates of other terms given above (𝜌 =1.2 kg/m3, 𝑓 = 17 Hz, ℓ = 120 mm, 𝜒 = 2.4, 
�̂�� = 0.59, 𝛷 = 2.4 rad), the damping torque evaluates to about 0.5 �̇�stuv N*mm, that is, 
Flapping Counter Torque theory predicts 𝑐 ≈	0.5 N*mm*s. The average corroborated 𝑐 
value in our yaw dynamics model was 1 ± 1 N*mm*s. The strength of the damping 
torque in our model is therefore the same order of magnitude as what Flapping Counter 
Torque theory predicts. 
 
Section S4: Solution to the body yaw dynamics model with unit step forcing 
 
To gain analytical insight into how body yaw responds to crosswind, we derived a 
closed-form solution to Eqn. S3 when the neck or slip angle experiences a sudden 
change. To derive a solution, it is clearer to express all terms in Eqn. S3 in terms of the 
body angle: 
 

 
𝐼�̈�stuv = 𝑘Y𝜃�Q�u − 𝜃stuvZ + 𝑘�Y𝜃R��u − 𝜃stuvZ − c	�̇�stuv
	 = (𝑘 + 𝑘¦) n

§¨©Uª«¬§¨W®¯«
§¬§

− 𝜃stuvo − c	�̇�stuv.
 (S4) 
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This rearrangement shows that the system responds like a damped angular spring with 
a stiffness of 𝑘 + 𝑘¦ and an equilibrium angle of (𝑘𝜃�Q�u + 𝑘�𝜃R��u)/(𝑘 + 𝑘�). When this 
equilibrium angle experiences a sudden change in the form of a unit step function U(𝑡), 
we find a transient response that decays with a time constant in wingbeats of 𝑓/(2π𝑓�𝜁) 
or 2𝑓𝐼/𝑐: 
 
Initial conditions: 𝜃stuv(0) = �̇�stuv(0) = 0, 
Forcing function (inspired by Eqn. S4): §¨©Uª«¬§¨W®¯«

§¬§
= U(𝑡), 

Solution: 𝜃stuv = U(𝑡) ±1 − eJ
³

´/(yµ¶ª·) ¸ ¹
º¹yJ/

Sinhn2π𝑓�𝑡º𝜁0 − 1o + Coshn2π𝑓�𝑡º𝜁0 − 1o½¾, (S5) 

 
where 𝜁 is the damping coefficient nc/º4(𝑘 + 𝑘�)𝐼o and 𝑓� is the resonant frequency of 
the undamped system (º(𝑘 + 𝑘�)/𝐼/2π). To understand how the lovebird’s body 
responds to changes in neck or slip angle, we can substitute the average fitted value of 
𝜁 and 𝑓� (Fig. SF4). The time constant of the transient response in wingbeats is 
𝑓/(2π𝑓�𝜁) = 2𝑓𝐼/𝑐, which for our data is 1.4 ± 1.0 wingbeats. The hyperbolic sine and 
cosine functions cause the actual response to be slightly slower; the yaw angle settles 
to its new equilibrium value after closer to 4 wingbeats (Fig. SF4). 
 

 
 
Figure SF4. The model predicts a nearly critically-damped yaw angle response. A unit step function 
stimulates a response in the yaw angle defined by Eqn. S5. The solution is shown with the average fitted 
values of 𝜁 and 𝑓¿ based on the yaw angle traces of the lovebirds: 𝜁 = 2.2 ± 2.0 and 𝑓� = 2.8 ± 0.5 Hz. 
 
Section S5. Scaling the body yaw response time  
 
To determine how animals may respond to crosswind more generally, we perform a 
scaling analysis based on the transient time constant in wingbeats we derived for 
lovebirds, 2𝑓𝐼/𝑐. We first analyze the effect of body size on the time constant, after 
which we consider the remaining variables that influence the precise value.  

The time constant depends on the moment of inertia, 𝐼, and the damping 
constant, 𝑐, due to Flapping Counter Torque (6). Moment of inertia scales roughly with 
body mass (𝑚) times wing length squared (3). The damping constant 𝑐 is expected (6) 
to equal 𝜌𝑓ℓK𝜒J/�̂���𝛷C�sın	(𝛿)𝜔¢	£££££££££££££££. If all non-dimensional ratios stayed constant, the 
damping constant 𝑐 would scale with 𝜌𝑓ℓK. Therefore, the time constant in wingbeats, 
2𝑓𝐼/𝑐, is expected to scale with 2𝑓𝑚ℓ0/(𝜌𝑓ℓK)	~	𝑚/𝜌ℓ�. By using published mass and 
wing length data for flying animals (3), we plotted the predicted time constant across 
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species (Fig. 5G). Because mass scales roughly with wing length cubed (3), the 
predicted time constant has only a weak dependence on body mass (spans 2 orders of 
magnitude across 6 orders of magnitude in body mass). We therefore considered how 
air density and non-dimensional ratios would cause deviations from isometric scaling. 
 We now consider variables that factor into the time constant that don’t depend on 
body size. Many birds fly annually up to 6000 m above ground during migration, some 
species up to 9000 m (7). At these altitudes, the air density (𝜌) drops to about 40% of its 
value at sea level. The remaining variables are order 1 non-dimensional ratios, and their 
average values are relatively consistent. The average wing aspect ratio (𝜒) and non-
dimensional third moment of area (�̂��) do not vary much among birds, bats and insects 
(8). The average wing aspect ratio was 3.3 +/- 1.0 across 319 species of insects, 
hummingbirds, bats, and birds. The non-dimensional third moment of area was 0.59 +/- 
0.03 across 31 species of insects and birds (Tab. S1 (9)). The stroke amplitude (𝛷) can 
theoretically vary from 0 to π, but tends to cluster near what we observed for the 
lovebirds; across 42 species, the average stroke amplitude was 2.1 +/- 0.6 (Tab. S1 
(9)). Similarly, the maximal force coefficients of wings do not vary considerably amongst 
taxa; across hawkmoths, bumblebees, mayflies, and quails, force coefficients differed 
by up to about +/- 15% over a range of incidence angles representative for flight (Fig. 8 
(10)). The wing path shape factor, sın	(𝛿)𝜔¢	££££££££££££, depends on the flight path of the wing, but 
it cannot vary considerably. We can test two extremes, a sine wave and a square wave, 
where the stroke-averaged values of the waveform are 1 and 2/π, respectively 
(∫ |sgn(sin(2π𝑡))|d𝑡/
,  and ∫ |sin(2π𝑡)|d𝑡/

, ). Thus, we expect the variation in sın	(𝛿)𝜔¢	££££££££££££ to 
be no more than about ±(π − 2)/2π ≈ ±18%.  

Based on the preceding analysis, we expect the time constant to be minimal 
when the damping constant,	𝑐 = 𝜌𝑓ℓK𝜒J/�̂��

�𝛷C�sın	(𝛿)𝜔¢	£££££££££££££££, is maximized. Conversely, we 
expect the time constant to be maximal when the damping constant is minimized. The 
damping constant, 𝑐, is up to 4 times higher than the average value for the following 
combined condition extremes: sea level air density (also used to calculate the average 
value), high aspect ratio, high non-dimensional third moment of area, high stroke 
amplitude, high force coefficient, and square wave wing path. Assuming the 
representative maximum variation is twice the reported standard deviations (preceding 
paragraph), we expect each variable to increase 𝑐 as follows: 
 

Variable Effect on average 𝑐 
sea level air density 𝜌 × 1 

high aspect ratio 𝜒 × 1.61 
high non-dimensional third moment of area �̂�� × 1.10 

high stroke amplitude 𝛷 × 1.57 
high force coefficient 𝐶� × 1.15 

square wave sın	(𝛿)𝜔¢	££££££££££££ × 1.18 
 

The cumulative effect is that the maximum 𝑐 is about 4 times more than the average 𝑐  
(1 × 1.61 × 1.10 × 1.57 × 1.15 × 1.18 ≈ 3.8). 
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If we now consider the opposite extreme values for all variables, the time 
constant would be 0.2 times the average value. We expect the highest possible time 
constant when 𝑐 is minimized (low air density, low aspect ratio, low non-dimensional 
third moment of area, low stroke amplitude, low force coefficient, sin wave wing path). 
High altitude flight is typically performed by animals with higher aspect ratio wings, so 
we will also use the high aspect ratio multiplier when calculating this extreme condition. 
We expect each variable to decrease 𝑐 as follows: 
 

Variable Effect on average 𝑐 
low air density 𝜌 (high altitude) × 0.40 

high aspect ratio 𝜒 × 1.61 
low non-dimensional third moment of area �̂�� × 0.90 

low stroke amplitude 𝛷 × 0.43 
low force coefficient 𝐶� × 0.85 

sinusoidal sın	(𝛿)𝜔¢	££££££££££££ × 0.82 
 

The cumulative effect is that the minimum 𝑐 is about 0.2 times the average 𝑐  
(0.4 × 1.61 × 0.90 × 0.43 × 0.85 × 0.82 ≈ 0.2). 
 
Section S6: Motion-Capture Uncertainties 
 
Uncertainties in the reported x/y/z/pitch/roll/yaw data result from a combination of 
motion-tracking uncertainty and marker positioning uncertainty. The Qualisys motion-
tracking software reports an RMS error for position markers of 0.1-0.3 mm. We verified 
this accuracy using ground truth measurements of markers on a servo arm with a 
known trajectory (60° rotation in 30 ms). We also considered stretching or slippage of 
the harness/goggles. There are two types of uncertainty to consider: constant offset 
(“DC”) uncertainty, caused by the fabric shifting during flight or from trial to trial, and 
periodic (“AC”) uncertainty, caused by a systematic stretch or slip during each wingbeat. 
 
DC (constant offset) uncertainties: The harness and goggles were made snug by 
custom-fitting the straps to each bird (1). However, we installed the harness and 
goggles by eye, so variations up to around 1 mm are possible as DC sources of 
uncertainty between trials. Based on the dimensions of the marker constellations, this 
leads to a worst-case uncertainty in angles of ±tanJ/(1	mm/3	cm) ≈ ±2°. We mitigated 
these uncertainties by analyzing relative motions wherever possible. For example, the 
coupling between neck and body angles (Fig. 2C), which illustrates the key 
compensatory behavior that facilitates the gust mitigation, is mostly unaffected by DC 
uncertainty. In contrast, the traces of absolute angles (Fig. 5) should be considered with 
this uncertainty in mind.  
 
AC (time-variant) uncertainties: Based on the dimensions of the marker constellations 
(≈ 3 cm across), we can estimate how much stretch or slip would be required to 
produce the reported angle/displacement residuals. For the residual in head pitch angle 
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(2.5°+/- 0.6°), the required stretch/slip is (3 cm)*tan(2.5°) ≈	1.3 mm. The required 
stretch/slip in other directions are comparable: x, 5.0 mm; y, 1.1 mm; z, 2.2 mm; roll, 1.0 
mm; yaw, 1.0 mm. If there were stretch/slip, it would lag the body/head motions by 
about 1/4 of a flapping cycle (0.015 s). However, we observed no phase-lagged marker 
motion in our high speed visual light cameras (1MP; 500 Hz). In those videos, the 5 mm 
markers are 5 or more pixels wide, so we were able to resolve motions at the sub-
pixel/sub-millimeter scale (11) over about 1/30 of a flapping cycle (0.002 s). Therefore, 
we expect the RMS error (0.1-0.3 mm) to drive the AC uncertainty, causing at worst a 
signal-to-noise ratio in the residuals of about 3 (1.1 mm / 0.3 mm ≈ 3). 
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Section S7: Additional Supplemental Figures 

 
Fig. SF5. Ground speed, wind speed, body yaw, and head yaw separated by bird (BB, NN, and RR). 
See Figure 1D, E in the main manuscript for additional details. 
 

 
Fig. SF6. Head-neck pitch coordination separated by bird (BB, NN, and RR). See Figure 1D, E in the 
main manuscript for additional details. 
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Fig. SF7. Head-neck roll coordination separated by bird (BB, NN, and RR). See Figure 2C in the 
main manuscript for additional details. 

 
 

 
Fig. SF8. Head-neck yaw coordination separated by bird (BB, NN, and RR). See Figure 2C in the 
main manuscript for additional details. 
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Fig. SF9. Yaw-roll body coordination in the cave separated by bird (BB, NN, and RR). See Figure 3A 
in the main manuscript for additional details. 

 

 
Fig. SF10. Yaw-roll body coordination in the lake separated by bird (BB, NN, and RR). See Figure 
3A in the main manuscript for additional details. 
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Fig. SF11. Yaw-roll body coordination in the forest separated by bird (BB, NN, and RR). See Figure 
3A in the main manuscript for additional details. 

 Fig. SF12. Yaw-roll head coordination in the cave separated by bird (BB, NN, and RR). See Figure 
3B in the main manuscript for additional details. 
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Fig. SF13. Yaw-roll head coordination in the lake separated by bird (BB, NN, and RR). See Figure 
3B in the main manuscript for additional details. 

 
 

 
Fig. SF14. Yaw-roll head coordination in the forest separated by bird (BB, NN, and RR). See Figure 
3B in the main manuscript for additional details. 
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Fig. SF15. High frequency head stabilization summary separated by bird (BB, NN, and RR). See 
Figure 4A in the main manuscript for additional details. 
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Fig. SF16. Flight path summaries in the still environment separated by bird (BB, NN, and RR). See 
Figure 5 in the main manuscript for additional details. 
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Fig. SF17. Flight path summaries in the cross environment separated by bird (BB, NN, and RR). 
See Figure 5 in the main manuscript for additional details. 
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Fig. SF18. Flight path summaries in the shear environment separated by bird (BB, NN, and RR). 
See Figure 5 in the main manuscript for additional details. 
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Fig. SF19. Slip and neck angles separated by bird (BB, NN, and RR). See Figure 6A,B in the main 
manuscript for additional details. 
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Fig. SF20 Gust compensation metrics show no clear trends with increasing trial number. (A) The 
body yaw angle soon after takeoff (20 cm right of perch) does not show patterned changes within each 
gust configuration as trial number increases. The lovebirds show little to no yaw preference in the still 
environment (θstuv,/56 = −5° ± 12°) but are consistently turned into the first gust in the cross and shear 
environments (θstuv,/56 = −26° ± 15° and −28° ± 15°, respectively). The consistent nonzero yaw angles 
in the cross and shear environments suggest that any anticipatory yaw behavior in the still environment is 
small compared to yaw responses in the gusts. (B) The maximum body yaw speed as lovebirds enter the 
second half of the arena (max value for -0.4 m < 𝑥 < 0.8 m; area between dashed lines shown on gust 
maps) does not show patterned changes within each gust configuration as trial number increases. The 
lovebirds consistently reorient into the second gust in the shear case (θ̇stuv,0�u = 258°/s ± 91°/s). In 
contrast, they do not reorient in still or cross trials (θ̇stuv,0�u = −28°/s ± 94°/s and −31°/s ± 104°/s, 
respectively), even directly following shear trials, showing that they are not anticipating a second gust in 
those cases. Data separated by bird are shown in Fig. SF 23, 24. 
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Fig. SF21. The body yaw angle soon after takeoff (𝟐𝟎 cm right of takeoff perch) does not show 
patterned changes with increasing flight number. We observe no decay of transient behaviors, 
suggesting that lovebirds are not learning to anticipate the first gust from flight to flight. The number of 
flights that share the same flight number in a batch (with Flight # = 1, 2, 3…) is shown to the right of each 
data set. The number of flights, 𝑛, starts at 9 (3 birds x 3 visual conditions) and then reduces, because the 
total number of trials varies per bird and condition. In all cases, 𝑛 is 9 for the first 5 Flight #’s and thus only 
partially plotted to avoid clutter. Data separated by bird are shown in Fig. SF 25-27. 

Fig. SF22. The maximum body yaw speed as lovebirds enter the second half of the arena (-0.4 m < 
𝒙 < 0.8 m) does not show patterned changes with increasing flight number. We observe no decay of 
transient behaviors, suggesting that lovebirds are not learning to anticipate the second gust from flight to 
flight. The number of flights that share the same flight number in a batch (with Flight # = 1, 2, 3…) is 
shown to the right of each data set. The number of flights, 𝑛, starts at 9 (3 birds x 3 visual conditions) and 
then reduces, because the total number of trials varies per bird and condition. In all cases, 𝑛 is 9 for the 
first 5 Flight #’s and thus only partially plotted to avoid clutter. Data separated by bird are shown in Fig. 
SF 28-30. 
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Fig. SF23. Figure SF20 (𝛉𝐛𝐨𝐝𝐲,𝟏𝐬𝐭) separated by bird (BB, NN, and RR). 
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Fig. SF24. Figure SF20 (�̇�𝐲𝐚𝐰,𝟐𝐧𝐝) separated by bird (BB, NN, and RR). 

Fig. SF25. Figure SF21 (still) separated by bird (BB, NN, and RR). RR shows a negative yaw bias 
soon after takeoff (𝜃stuv,/56 = −16° ± 7°). However, his behavior doesn’t decay with subsequent trials, 
suggesting his yaw bias is preferential rather than learned. The number of flights, 𝑛, starts at 3 (3 visual 
conditions) and then reduces, because the total number of trials varies per condition. In all cases, 𝑛 is 3 
for the first 5 Flight #’s and thus only partially plotted to avoid clutter. 
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Fig. SF26. Figure SF21 (cross) separated by bird (BB, NN, and RR). The number of flights, 𝑛, starts at 
3 (3 visual conditions) and then reduces, because the total number of trials varies per condition. In all 
cases, 𝑛 is 3 for the first 5 Flight #’s and thus only partially plotted to avoid clutter. 
 

Fig. SF27. Figure SF21 (shear) separated by bird (BB, NN, and RR). The number of flights, 𝑛, starts at 
3 (3 visual conditions) and then reduces, because the total number of trials varies per condition. In all 
cases, 𝑛 is 3 for the first 5 Flight #’s and thus only partially plotted to avoid clutter. 
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Fig. SF28. Figure SF22 (still) separated by bird (BB, NN, and RR). The number of flights, 𝑛, starts at 3 
(3 visual conditions) and then reduces, because the total number of trials varies per condition. In all 
cases, 𝑛 is 3 for the first 5 Flight #’s and thus only partially plotted to avoid clutter. 

 
 

 
Fig. SF29. Figure SF22 (cross) separated by bird (BB, NN, and RR). The number of flights, 𝑛, starts at 
3 (3 visual conditions) and then reduces, because the total number of trials varies per condition. In all 
cases, 𝑛 is 3 for the first 5 Flight #’s and thus only partially plotted to avoid clutter. 
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Fig. SF30. Figure SF22 (shear) separated by bird (BB, NN, and RR). The number of flights, 𝑛, starts at 
3 (3 visual conditions) and then reduces, because the total number of trials varies per condition. In all 
cases, 𝑛 is 3 for the first 5 Flight #’s and thus only partially plotted to avoid clutter. 

 
 

Fig. SF31. Roll and pitch are not coupled in the way that yaw and roll are coupled (Fig. 3). 
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Fig. SF32. Yaw and pitch are not coupled in the way that yaw and roll are coupled (Fig. 3). 
 

 
Fig. SF33. Saccade magnitudes are larger in the cave environment. (A) The number of saccades per 
flight was comparable across all conditions. Pitch saccades were rare; only one saccade was recorded in 
the forest-shear condition and none were recorded in the cave-shear condition. (B) Yaw and roll saccade 
magnitudes were slightly higher in the cave environment (roll, 11.0 ± 4.2°; yaw, 14.6 ± 5.6°) compared to 
the lake and forest environments (roll, 4.9 ± 3.0°; yaw, 7.9 ± 4.2°). No differences were observed across 
wind conditions. (C) Saccade speeds were comparable across all conditions (310°/s +/- 130°/s). 
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Fig. SF34. Lovebirds increased airspeed to maintain nearly constant ground speed in gust and 
shear conditions. Arrow lengths are mean speeds across all flights and error bars show standard 
deviations. 
 

 
Fig. SF35. Lateral airspeed could be controlled based on neck angle. Neck angle, 𝜃����, and lateral 
airspeed (lateral ground speed, �̇�, minus local lateral wind speed, 𝑣�Q�u) are linearly correlated for each 
lovebird. Colored dots, observed data; black lines, linear fit. Linear fits (�̇� − 𝑣�Q�u = 𝛼𝜃���� + 𝛽): BB, 𝛼 = 
0.09 m/°s, 𝛽 = 0.02 m/s, R2 = 0.77; NN, 𝛼 = 0.07 m/°s, 𝛽 = 0.29 m/s, R2 = 0.76; RR, 𝛼 = 0.08 m/°s,  
𝛽 = -0.23 m/s, R2 = 0.52. 
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Fig. SF36. Lovebirds can use proprioceptive cues to effectively compensate for lateral gusts. 
Regardless of visual condition, lovebirds effectively compensate for crosswinds (0 = full drift; 1 = full 
compensation) compared to migratory species (table of avatar species in Tab. ST1). We calculated 
crosswind compensation by comparing lateral drift speed to crosswind speed. Lateral drift speed was 
calculated as the numerical derivative of y position (DerivativeFilter, Mathematica, at a Gaussian scale of 
one wingbeat period, 59 ms). We calculated ground speeds as the numerical derivative of x position 
using the same technique (Fig. 1D shows mean +/- STD). The slope of drift speed versus crosswind 
speed was calculated for each flight by fitting a line through zero crosswind speed and zero drift speed. 
We report crosswind compensation as 1 minus this slope (0 implies full drift; 1 implies full compensation).  
 

 
 

Fig. SF37. Figures 4C (A) and 5G (B) are shown with all species data. Species data are derived from 
literature (3) for evaluating the scaling trend (blue, insects; yellow, hummingbirds; red, other birds). Table 
of avatar species in Tab. ST2. 
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Fig. SF38. CAD renderings of flight arena. (A) Isometric view. (B) Side view. The arena is shown in the 
gust wind condition (both wind generators on the same side). The black cloth used to cover the arena is 
not shown so that the location of the cameras and other components of the setup can be seen. 
 

 
Fig. SF39. CAD rendering of wind generators. Wind generators were made from six fans arranged in a 
wooden housing. (A) A front view shows the flow straightening honeycomb. (B) A back view shows the 
six fans behind the honeycomb. 
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Fig. SF40. Reflective marker gear. (A) Front and side CAD rendering of the 3D-printed goggle sockets. 
(B, C) Reflective marker constellations were mounted on the custom-fitted goggle sockets and harness. 
(D) The custom-fit provided a snug fit while lovebirds flew in the wind arena. 
 

  
 
Fig. SF41. Flight kinematics in one direction were mirrored. The arena was symmetrical, so the 
kinematics from flights in direction B were mirrored. By mirroring the flights, we made all flights occur in 
the positive x direction to facilitate averaging. The mirroring transformations were set up so that in the 
cross case, crosswinds came from the right of the lovebirds, and in the shear case, crosswinds came 
from the right and then the left of the lovebirds. In the cross environment, Direction B, crosswinds 
originated from the bird’s left rather than right, so x and y were flipped, then y was flipped again, and the 
net effect was no change in y. 
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Section S8. Supplemental Tables 
 
Tab. ST1. Gust compensation values taken from literature for Fig. SF35: 
 

 
*Not shown in Fig. 5H 
 
  

Source Animal Avatar Comp. Notes 

Sapir et al. (12), pg. 749 bee-eaters 
 

0.69 Inverse slope given (0.31) 

McLaren et al. (13), pg. 
482 

black-
backed 
gulls 

 
0.58 

Average of 4 conditions: tailwind 
<200m, 1.32; tailwind >200m,     -0.15; 
headwind <200m, 0.75; headwind 
>200m, 0.4. 

Chapman et al. (14), 
Table 2 

moths * -0.46* Average of autumn and spring; inverse 
slopes given (0.93, 1.99) 

songbirds 
 

0.3 Average of autumn and spring; inverse 
slopes given (0.50, 0.90) 

Goto et al. (15), Tab. 1 shearwaters 
 

0.75 Average of three sections reported; 
inverse slopes given (0.17, 0.33, 0.24) 

 
Klaassen et al. (16), 
Tab. 1 
 

osprey 
 

0.56 Inverse slope given (0.44) 

marsh 
harrier 

 
0.53 Inverse slope given (0.47) 

Van Doren et al. (17), 
pg. 1126 songbirds 

 
0.42 Inverse slope given (0.58) 

Vidal-Mateo et al. (18), 
Tab. 1 

Egyptian 
vulture 

 
0.23 Average of autumn and spring; inverse 

slopes given (0.66, 0.89) 

booted 
eagle 

 
0.24 Average of autumn and spring; inverse 

slopes given (0.75, 0.78) 
short-toed 
eagle * -0.29 Average of autumn and spring; inverse 

slopes given (0.71, 1.87) 

Srygley & Dudley (19), 
Fig. 3 

dragonflies 
 

0.54 Value given in Figure 3 

moths 
 

 0.12 Value given in Figure 3 

butterflies 
 

1.14 Value given in Figure 3 
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Tab. ST2. Mass and wing length values used for Fig. SF35: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
* Differs from the 54 g reported in main text, because this mass and wing length are 
based on two lovebirds from the same colony (masses = 45.4 g, 46.0 g). 
 
Tab. ST3. Trial ordering. We first conducted experiments in the lake condition, then 
the forest condition, then the cave condition. Within each visual condition, we 
pseudorandomly varied the gust conditions depending on which of the three lovebirds 
were flying. 
 

Trial Set 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

BB lake + 
still 

lake + 
cross 

lake + 
shear 

forest + 
cross 

forest + 
still 

forest + 
shear 

cave + 
shear 

cave + 
cross 

cave + 
still 

RR lake + 
cross 

lake + 
still 

lake + 
shear 

forest + 
shear 

forest + 
still 

forest + 
cross 

cave + 
still 

cave + 
cross 

cave + 
shear 

NN lake + 
shear 

lake + 
cross 

lake + 
still 

forest + 
cross 

forest + 
shear 

forest + 
still 

cave + 
still 

cave + 
shear 

cave + 
cross 

 
 
 
 
 

Source Animal Avatar Mass 
(g) 

Wing length 
(mm) 

This study lovebirds 
 

44.6* 120 

Sapir et al. (12), Methods; 
Lessells & Ovenden (20), 
Tab. 1 

bee-eaters 
 

56.3 150 

Shirai et al. (21), pg. 58 & 
Tab. 1 shearwaters  515 315 

Ferguson-Lees & Christie 
(22), pg. 244; Spaar & 
Reto (23), Fig. 1 

booted 
eagles 

 
840 630 

Pennycuick (24), Tab. 2 kelp gulls 
 

890 705 

Greenewalt (3), Tab. 13; 
Spaar & Reto (23), Fig. 1 

Egyptian 
vulture 

 
2120 495 

Pennycuick (24), Tab. 2 whooper 
swans 

 
8500 1130 
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Tab. ST4. Detailed trial ordering
We analyzed 366 of the flights saved over 10 days of experiments.  
 

Fligh
t Date 

Bir
d 

Vis. 
Cond. 

Wind 
Cond. 

Dir
. 

1 2/2/16 BB lake  still B 
2 2/2/16 BB lake  still A 
3 2/2/16 BB lake  still B 
4 2/2/16 BB lake  still A 
5 2/2/16 BB lake  still B 
6 2/2/16 BB lake  still A 
7 2/2/16 BB lake  still B 
8 2/2/16 BB lake  still A 
9 2/2/16 BB lake  still B 

10 2/2/16 BB lake  still A 
11 2/2/16 BB lake  cross A 
12 2/2/16 BB lake  cross A 
13 2/2/16 BB lake  cross A 
14 2/2/16 BB lake  cross B 
15 2/2/16 BB lake  cross A 
16 2/2/16 BB lake  cross A 
17 2/2/16 BB lake  shear B 
18 2/2/16 BB lake  shear A 
19 2/2/16 BB lake  shear A 
20 2/2/16 BB lake  shear B 
21 2/2/16 BB lake  shear A 
22 2/2/16 BB lake  shear B 
23 2/2/16 BB lake  shear A 
24 2/2/16 BB lake  shear B 
25 2/2/16 BB lake  shear A 
26 2/2/16 BB lake  shear B 
27 2/2/16 BB lake  shear A 
28 2/2/16 BB lake  shear B 
29 2/2/16 BB lake  shear A 
30 2/2/16 BB lake  shear B 
31 2/2/16 BB lake  shear A 
32 2/3/16 RR lake  cross B 
33 2/3/16 RR lake  cross B 
34 2/3/16 RR lake  cross A 
35 2/3/16 RR lake  cross B 
36 2/3/16 RR lake  cross A 
37 2/3/16 RR lake  cross B 
38 2/3/16 RR lake  cross A 
39 2/3/16 RR lake  cross B 
40 2/3/16 RR lake  cross A 
41 2/3/16 RR lake  cross B 
42 2/3/16 RR lake  cross A 
43 2/3/16 RR lake  cross B 
44 2/3/16 RR lake  cross A 

45 2/3/16 RR lake  cross B 
46 2/3/16 RR lake  cross A 
47 2/3/16 RR lake  still A 
48 2/3/16 RR lake  still A 
49 2/3/16 RR lake  still B 
50 2/3/16 RR lake  still A 
51 2/3/16 RR lake  still B 
52 2/3/16 RR lake  still B 
53 2/3/16 RR lake  still A 
54 2/3/16 RR lake  still B 
55 2/3/16 RR lake  still A 
56 2/3/16 RR lake  still B 
57 2/3/16 RR lake  still A 
58 2/3/16 RR lake  still B 
59 2/3/16 RR lake  still A 

60* 2/3/16 RR lake  still B 
61 2/3/16 RR lake  shear A 
62 2/3/16 RR lake  shear B 
63 2/3/16 RR lake  shear A 
64 2/3/16 RR lake  shear B 
65 2/3/16 RR lake  shear A 
66 2/3/16 RR lake  shear B 
67 2/3/16 RR lake  shear B 
68 2/3/16 RR lake  shear A 
69 2/3/16 RR lake  shear A 
70 2/3/16 RR lake  shear B 
71 2/3/16 RR lake  shear A 
72 2/3/16 RR lake  shear B 
73 2/3/16 RR lake  shear A 
74 2/3/16 RR lake  shear B 
75 2/4/16 NN lake  shear A 
76 2/4/16 NN lake  shear B 
77 2/4/16 NN lake  shear A 
78 2/4/16 NN lake  shear B 
79 2/4/16 NN lake  shear A 
80 2/4/16 NN lake  shear B 
81 2/4/16 NN lake  shear A 
82 2/4/16 NN lake  shear B 
83 2/4/16 NN lake  shear B 
84 2/4/16 NN lake  shear A 
85 2/4/16 NN lake  shear B 
86 2/4/16 NN lake  shear A 
87 2/4/16 NN lake  shear A 
88 2/4/16 NN lake  shear B 
89 2/4/16 NN lake  cross A 
90 2/4/16 NN lake  cross B 
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91 2/4/16 NN lake  cross A 
92 2/4/16 NN lake  cross B 
93 2/4/16 NN lake  cross A 

94* 2/4/16 NN lake  cross B 
95 2/4/16 NN lake  cross A 
96 2/4/16 NN lake  cross B 
97 2/4/16 NN lake  cross B 
98 2/4/16 NN lake  cross A 
99 2/4/16 NN lake  cross B 

100 2/4/16 NN lake  cross A 
101 2/4/16 NN lake  cross B 
102 2/4/16 NN lake  cross A 

103* 2/4/16 NN lake  cross B 
104 2/4/16 NN lake  cross A 
105 2/4/16 NN lake  cross A 
106 2/4/16 NN lake  cross B 
107 2/4/16 NN lake  cross A 
108 2/4/16 NN lake  cross B 
109 2/4/16 NN lake  still A 

110* 2/4/16 NN lake  still A 
111 2/4/16 NN lake  still B 
112 2/4/16 NN lake  still A 
113 2/4/16 NN lake  still A 
114 2/4/16 NN lake  still B 
115 2/4/16 NN lake  still A 
116 2/4/16 NN lake  still B 
117 2/4/16 NN lake  still A 
118 2/4/16 NN lake  still B 
119 2/4/16 NN lake  still A 
120 2/8/16 BB forest  cross A 
121 2/8/16 BB forest  cross B 
122 2/8/16 BB forest  cross A 
123 2/8/16 BB forest  cross B 
124 2/8/16 BB forest  cross A 
125 2/8/16 BB forest  cross B 
126 2/8/16 BB forest  cross A 
127 2/8/16 BB forest  cross B 
128 2/8/16 BB forest  cross B 
129 2/8/16 BB forest  cross A 
130 2/8/16 BB forest  cross B 
131 2/8/16 BB forest  cross A 
132 2/8/16 BB forest  cross A 
133 2/8/16 BB forest  cross A 
134 2/8/16 BB forest  still A 
135 2/8/16 BB forest  still B 
136 2/8/16 BB forest  still A 
137 2/8/16 BB forest  still B 
138 2/8/16 BB forest  still A 
139 2/8/16 BB forest  still B 

140 2/8/16 BB forest  still A 
141 2/8/16 BB forest  still B 
142 2/8/16 BB forest  still A 
143 2/8/16 BB forest  still B 
144 2/8/16 BB forest  still A 
145 2/8/16 BB forest  still B 
146 2/8/16 BB forest  still A 
147 2/8/16 BB forest  still B 
148 2/8/16 BB forest  still B 
149 2/9/16 BB forest  shear A 
150 2/9/16 BB forest  shear B 
151 2/9/16 BB forest  shear A 
152 2/9/16 BB forest  shear B 
153 2/9/16 BB forest  shear A 
154 2/9/16 BB forest  shear B 
155 2/9/16 BB forest  shear A 
156 2/9/16 BB forest  shear B 
157 2/9/16 BB forest  shear A 
158 2/9/16 BB forest  shear B 
159 2/9/16 BB forest  shear A 
160 2/9/16 BB forest  shear B 
161 2/9/16 BB forest  shear A 
162 2/9/16 BB forest  shear B 
163 2/9/16 BB forest  shear A 
164 2/9/16 BB forest  still B 
165 2/9/16 BB forest  still A 
166 2/9/16 BB forest  still B 
167 2/9/16 RR forest  shear A 
168 2/9/16 RR forest  shear B 
169 2/9/16 RR forest  shear A 
170 2/9/16 RR forest  shear B 
171 2/9/16 RR forest  shear A 
172 2/9/16 RR forest  shear B 
173 2/9/16 RR forest  shear A 
174 2/9/16 RR forest  shear B 
175 2/9/16 RR forest  shear A 
176 2/9/16 RR forest  shear B 
177 2/9/16 RR forest  shear A 
178 2/9/16 RR forest  shear B 
179 2/9/16 RR forest  shear A 
180 2/9/16 RR forest  shear B 
181 2/9/16 RR forest  shear A 
182 2/9/16 RR forest  shear B 
183 2/9/16 RR forest  still B 

184* 2/9/16 RR forest  still A 
185 2/9/16 RR forest  still B 
186 2/9/16 RR forest  still A 
187 2/9/16 RR forest  still B 
188 2/9/16 RR forest  still A 
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189 2/9/16 RR forest  still A 
190 2/9/16 RR forest  still B 
191 2/9/16 RR forest  still A 
192 2/9/16 RR forest  still B 
193 2/9/16 RR forest  still A 
194 2/9/16 RR forest  still B 
195 2/9/16 RR forest  still A 
196 2/9/16 RR forest  still B 
197 2/9/16 RR forest  still A 
198 2/9/16 RR forest  cross A 
199 2/9/16 RR forest  cross B 
200 2/9/16 RR forest  cross B 
201 2/9/16 RR forest  cross A 
202 2/9/16 RR forest  cross B 
203 2/9/16 RR forest  cross A 
204 2/9/16 RR forest  cross B 

205* 2/9/16 RR forest  cross A 
206 2/9/16 RR forest  cross B 
207 2/9/16 RR forest  cross A 
208 2/9/16 RR forest  cross A 
209 2/9/16 RR forest  cross B 
210 2/9/16 RR forest  cross A 
211 2/9/16 RR forest  cross B 
212 2/15/16 NN forest  cross A 
213 2/15/16 NN forest  cross B 
214 2/15/16 NN forest  cross A 
215 2/15/16 NN forest  cross B 
216 2/15/16 NN forest  cross A 
217 2/15/16 NN forest  cross B 
218 2/15/16 NN forest  cross A 
219 2/15/16 NN forest  cross A 
220 2/15/16 NN forest  cross B 
221 2/15/16 NN forest  cross A 
222 2/15/16 NN forest  cross B 
223 2/15/16 NN forest  cross A 
224 2/15/16 NN forest  cross B 
225 2/15/16 NN forest  cross A 
226 2/15/16 NN forest  cross B 
227 2/15/16 NN forest  shear A 
228 2/15/16 NN forest  shear B 
229 2/15/16 NN forest  shear A 
230 2/15/16 NN forest  shear B 
231 2/15/16 NN forest  shear A 
232 2/15/16 NN forest  shear B 
233 2/15/16 NN forest  shear A 
234 2/15/16 NN forest  shear B 
235 2/15/16 NN forest  shear A 
236 2/15/16 NN forest  shear B 
237 2/15/16 NN forest  shear A 

238 2/15/16 NN forest  shear B 
239 2/15/16 NN forest  shear A 
240 2/15/16 NN forest  shear B 
241 2/15/16 NN forest  shear A 
242 2/15/16 NN forest  shear B 
243 2/15/16 NN forest  still A 
244 2/15/16 NN forest  still A 
245 2/15/16 NN forest  still B 
246 2/15/16 NN forest  still A 
247 2/15/16 NN forest  still B 
248 2/15/16 NN forest  still A 
249 2/15/16 NN forest  still B 
250 2/15/16 NN forest  still A 
251 2/15/16 NN forest  still B 
252 2/15/16 NN forest  still A 
253 2/15/16 NN forest  still B 
254 2/15/16 NN forest  still A 
255 2/15/16 NN forest  still B 
256 2/15/16 NN forest  still A 
257 2/15/16 NN forest  still B 
258 2/15/16 NN forest  still A 
259 2/15/16 NN forest  still B 
260 2/18/16 RR cave  still B 
261 2/18/16 RR cave  still A 
262 2/18/16 RR cave  still B 
263 2/18/16 RR cave  still B 
264 2/18/16 RR cave  still A 
265 2/18/16 RR cave  still B 
266 2/18/16 RR cave  still A 
267 2/18/16 RR cave  still B 
268 2/18/16 RR cave  still A 
269 2/18/16 RR cave  still B 
270 2/18/16 RR cave  still A 
271 2/18/16 RR cave  still B 
272 2/18/16 RR cave  still B 
273 2/18/16 RR cave  cross B 
274 2/18/16 RR cave  cross B 
275 2/18/16 RR cave  cross B 
276 2/18/16 RR cave  cross A 
277 2/18/16 RR cave  cross B 
278 2/18/16 RR cave  cross B 
279 2/18/16 RR cave  cross B 
280 2/18/16 RR cave  cross A 
281 2/18/16 RR cave  cross B 
282 2/18/16 RR cave  cross A 
283 2/18/16 RR cave  cross B 
284 2/18/16 RR cave  cross A 
285 2/18/16 RR cave  shear A 
286 2/18/16 RR cave  shear B 
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287 2/18/16 RR cave  shear A 
288 2/18/16 RR cave  shear B 
289 2/18/16 RR cave  shear A 
290 2/18/16 RR cave  shear B 
291 2/18/16 RR cave  shear A 
292 2/18/16 RR cave  shear B 
293 2/18/16 RR cave  shear A 
294 2/18/16 RR cave  shear B 
295 2/18/16 RR cave  shear A 
296 2/18/16 RR cave  shear B 
297 2/18/16 RR cave  shear A 
298 2/18/16 RR cave  shear B 
299 2/18/16 RR cave  shear A 
300 2/18/16 RR cave  shear B 
301 2/18/16 RR cave  shear B 
302 2/19/16 NN cave  still B 
303 2/19/16 NN cave  still A 
304 2/19/16 NN cave  still B 
305 2/19/16 NN cave  still A 
306 2/19/16 NN cave  still B 
307 2/19/16 NN cave  still A 
308 2/19/16 NN cave  still A 
309 2/23/16 BB cave  shear B 
310 2/23/16 BB cave  shear A 
311 2/23/16 BB cave  shear B 
312 2/23/16 BB cave  shear A 
313 2/23/16 BB cave  shear B 
314 2/23/16 BB cave  shear A 
315 2/23/16 BB cave  shear B 
316 2/23/16 BB cave  shear A 
317 2/23/16 BB cave  shear B 
318 2/23/16 BB cave  shear B 
319 2/23/16 BB cave  shear A 
320 2/23/16 BB cave  shear B 
321 2/24/16 BB cave  cross A 
322 2/24/16 BB cave  cross A 
323 2/24/16 BB cave  cross B 
324 2/24/16 BB cave  cross A 
325 2/24/16 BB cave  cross B 
326 2/24/16 BB cave  cross A 
327 2/24/16 BB cave  cross A 
328 2/24/16 BB cave  cross A 
329 2/24/16 BB cave  cross A 
330 2/24/16 BB cave  cross B 

331 2/24/16 BB cave  cross A 
332 2/24/16 BB cave  cross B 
333 2/24/16 BB cave  still A 
334 2/24/16 BB cave  still B 

335* 2/24/16 BB cave  still A 
336 2/24/16 BB cave  still B 
337 2/24/16 BB cave  still A 
338 2/24/16 BB cave  still B 
339 2/24/16 BB cave  still A 
340 2/24/16 BB cave  still A 
341 2/24/16 BB cave  still B 
342 2/24/16 BB cave  still A 
343 2/24/16 BB cave  still B 
344 2/24/16 BB cave  still B 
345 2/24/16 BB cave  still A 
346 2/24/16 BB cave  still B 
347 2/24/16 BB cave  still A 
348 2/24/16 BB cave  still B 
349 2/24/16 NN cave  still A 
350 2/24/16 NN cave  still B 
351 2/24/16 NN cave  still A 
352 2/24/16 NN cave  still B 
353 2/24/16 NN cave  still A 
354 2/24/16 NN cave  still B 
355 2/24/16 NN cave  shear B 
356 2/24/16 NN cave  shear A 
357 2/24/16 NN cave  shear A 

358* 2/24/16 NN cave  shear B 
359 2/24/16 NN cave  shear B 
360 2/24/16 NN cave  shear A 
361 2/24/16 NN cave  shear B 
362 2/24/16 NN cave  shear A 
363 2/24/16 NN cave  shear B 
364 2/24/16 NN cave  shear A 
365 2/24/16 NN cave  cross A 
366 2/24/16 NN cave  cross A 
367 2/24/16 NN cave  cross B 
368 2/24/16 NN cave  cross A 
369 2/24/16 NN cave  cross A 
370 2/24/16 NN cave  cross B 
371 2/24/16 NN cave  cross B 
372 2/24/16 NN cave  cross B 
373 2/24/16 NN cave  cross B 
374 2/24/16 NN cave  cross A 

 
* flights excluded from analysis due to clear misidentifications and/or blank datasets 
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Section S9. Supplemental Videos 
 
Video S1: BB’s first flight in the cave-still environment. Footage from an infrared camera above the 
arena shows bird BB flying from left to right. There were no gust generators in this trial and no visual cues 
except a faint point light source behind the target perch. The blue and red arrows show the orientation of 
the body and head based on the motion tracking data. 
 
Video S2: BB’s first flight in the cave-cross environment. Footage from an infrared camera above the 
arena shows bird BB flying from left to right. White arrows show the location of two gust generators 
producing lateral gusts in the same direction. There were no visual cues in this trial except a faint point 
light source behind the target perch. The blue and red arrows show the orientation of the body and head 
based on the motion tracking data. 
 
Video S3: BB’s first flight in the cave-shear environment. Footage from an infrared camera above the 
arena shows bird BB flying from left to right. White arrows show the location of two gust generators 
producing lateral gusts in opposing directions. There were no visual cues in this trial except a faint point 
light source behind the target perch. The blue and red arrows show the orientation of the body and head 
based on the motion tracking data. 
 
Video S4: A bird-scale ornithopter passively reorients into the wind, minimizing slip angle. 
Footage from three angles (top, left, right) of the ornithopter as it is released from a slip angle of 90 
degrees in a 4 m/s wind in the wind tunnel. The stroke plane angle is 25 degrees. 
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